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Abstract .This paper describes a novel framework of design knowledge based 
on parametric representation intended for using in concept generation of cockpit 
form style design in civil aviation. With this parametric representation, a para-
metric model is built to drive a platform of cockpit form style design to enable 
the designer to make better-informed decisions that can offer design guidelines. 
And this research took cockpit form style design for example to illustrate and 
validate this methodology.  
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1 Introduction 

Design is a complex process that is omnipresent in our day-to-day life. Especially 
when facing the task with a large number of parts to satisfy, the designer will be under 
enormous pressure because the design becomes extremely complex. S.K. 
Chandrasegaran et al. [2] think “the design problem representation is often ill-
defined”, and “such factors put a substantial demand on the necessity of a wide varie-
ty of knowledge sources – heuristic, qualitative, quantitative, and so on”. They also 
indicate that “while knowledge is viewed as structured information, it can also be 
considered as information in context”.  Y. Nomaguchi and K. Fujita [9] point out 
that “an advanced integrated design environment should have a representation frame-
work for process of a designer’s reflection”. This research takes cockpit form style 
design for example to illustrate and validate this methodology.  

Past research on product style can be clustered into five groups. Group one, analysis 
of product form and product style representation based on shape grammar. Group two, 
correlation study between product style and design elements based on Kansei engineer-
ing. Currently, in Japan, the United States, Taiwan and other countries and regions, 
some researchers work in this field, they studied the correlations between product style 
and design elements based on semantic differential, multidimensional scaling method. 
Group three, cognitive research on product style based on cognitive psychology.  
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Group four, research on product style based on ‘five senses’. Group five, study of prod-
uct style based on the integration of multi-discipline [6].  

2 Methodology Description: Case-Based Reasoning 

The previous research on product form style is difficult and time-consuming. The 
development of the novel cockpit form is also a challenging task. The platform devel-
oped in our research can assist to generate concepts automatically and rapidly, offer-
ing guidelines for designers. The study framework is as follows (Fig.1): 

 

Fig. 1. Research Framework 

Comparing with other fields (product reliability and usability etc.), expert 
knowledge and experience in product form style design are more uncertain and ob-
scure. So the main method in this research is case-based reasoning. Case-based rea-
soning is an effective method to obtain the solution of the current problems by reason-
ing the past cases, based on the Dynamic memory theory proposed by Schank et al. 
[1]. The index is obtained and built by analyzing and generalizing cases, secondary 
cases and related cases. The index indicates the intangible relationship of design 
knowledge in cases. 

Table 1. Description of the metadata 

Metadata Description Property 

common Common features of product, such as dimensions fea-
tures, mapping relations from the structure to the model. 

Static 

species Case scenarios, such as the style intentionality, the 
brand attribution. 

Low dynamic 

special Specific characters of the form feature line, such as the 
role speciality, the role behavior. 

High dynamic 
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In CBCS (Case-base Cockpit Styling), the metadata is the best form of the index. 
Metadata is used to express the highly structured data of information resources, mak-
ing information acquisition accurately. Since the diversity of industrial design, 
metadata of each case in CBCS is different from others. The case-based knowledge 
metadata contains three kinds of information in CBCS, which can be expressed as 
follows: 

Metadata (i) = Metadata (common) + Metadata (species) + Metadata (special) 

2.1 Role Analysis 

Definition of Role: For a given form feature line E, if and only if R satisfies: (1) there 
is another entity (form feature line or designer or user) E’ having relations with E and 
forming R (E,E’) (2) form feature line E still exists and keeps itself before obtaining 
role R or after losing it, R is the role of the entity E. The Role contains six elements as 
follows:  

• Role Definition: Formal definitions of form feature lines.  
• Role Type: Key form feature lines\Connected form feature lines\Subsidiary form 

feature lines.  
• Role Speciality: Relationships (affiliation or coordination) with other features and 

the correlation degree.  
• Role Behavior: Specific descriptions of form feature lines.  
• Role Hope: Explanations of form feature lines behaviors after deliberating.  
• Role Ruler: Standards and criterions the role has to follow.  

Of six elements, Role Definition and Role Type are structural. Role Hope and Role 
Ruler belong to functional properties. Role Speciality and Role Behavior are behav-
ioral.  

2.2 Scenario Analysis 

The notion of “scenario” originally appears in cognitive psychology and related re-
search fields. In 1896, Dewey [4] proposed the notion “scenario”. He found that in 
fact people not only extract, but reconstruct the past when recalling [8]. Dewey’s 
experiments also demonstrated that the result of memory depends on the scenario of 
extraction from the view of reconstruction memory [5]. In 1972, Tulving [3] proposed 
the episodic memory theory and semantic memory theory on long term memory. Epi-
sodic memory theory and semantic memory theory indicate that scenario plays an 
important role in memory and knowledge structure. Besides, Clancwy WJ [7], 
R.M.Oxman [10], Bouquet P et al. [11] point out that the knowledge is generated in 
the scenario of memory’s production and extraction according to researches. 

In our research, the scenario analysis involves Style Scenario, Brand Scenario and 
Type Scenario, since style, brand and type are three important factors influencing 
cockpit form style design.  
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• Style Scenario: It indicates form style features of the object having some signifi-
cance on visual communication. Style Scenario is expressed by a series of adjec-
tives.  

• Brand Scenario: The clear and definite recognition is the main feature of the im-
pressing brand. Brand Scenario focuses on the features influence on the brand.  

• Type Scenario: It focuses on the characteristic of different type cockpits. In this 
paper, civil aviation is the only research object, so Type Scenario is out of our 
study. 

• Four elements of Scenario are as follows:  
• Scenario Description: It covers the time, the place, association objects and the ar-

rangement. It has static or dynamic property.  
• Scenario Role: It means various roles in the scenario. It can be individual or group.  
• Role Relationship: It means the relationship of roles in scenario.  
• Scenario Ruler: It means the standard in scenario including given behavior patterns 

and rules. 

2.3 The Model Based on Scenario and Role 

The following figure (Fig.2) presents the model based on scenario and role[12]. As an 
entity, the feature plays different roles in different scenarios. Features constitute the 
case, composed of a set of form feature lines. The knowledge of cockpit form feature 
can be generated with scenario and role analysis. The result of CBCS database is 
Metadata Tables. 

 

Fig. 2. The model based on scenario and role 

2.4 The Framework of Cockpit form Feature Knowledge 

Under different scenarios (Style Scenario, Brand Scenario and Type Scenario), the 
role of the form feature line varies. The framework presents the role analysis under 
different scenarios [13](Fig.3). 
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Fig. 3. The framework of cockpit form feature knowledge 

3 Case Study of Cockpit Form Style Design 

3.1 Measurement: Measuring Five Main Parts of Cockpit 

In order to carry on the research distinct, the whole cockpit is divided into five parts: 
(1) Overhead panel; (2) Glareshield panel; (3) Center instrument panel; (4) Control 
stand and (5) Sidewall panels according to the concentration of form feature lines in 
cockpit form style (Fig.4). 

 

Fig. 4. Five main parts of cockpit 

By measuring the main parts of current cockpits, researchers establish the cockpit 
form feature case-base, providing benchmark for new independent-design cockpit. 
Measurement aircraft models include C919\ARJ\Airbus320\Boeing737. In dealing 
with intricate data, 3D-model and three view drawing are adopted to present. Measur-
ing results can be gained from the author. 

3.2 Extraction of Form Feature Lines  

Cockpit form feature lines are classified as the key form feature line, the connected 
form feature line and the subsidiary form feature line. 

The Cockpit form feature lines extraction experiment aims at extracting the form 
feature lines, determining the range of the research. In this paper, cockpits of Boeing 
777 and Airbus350 are selected as examples. Some students from Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University were recruited as subjects. These students were required to extract the 
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form feature lines and classify these lines into three certain types (the main feature 
line, the connected form feature line or the subsidiary form feature line). Experiment 
results are as follows (Fig.5): 

 

Fig. 5. The left is Form feature lines of Boeing777 (50 form feature lines are identified, includ-
ing 24 key form feature lines, shown as L1-L24.) The right is Form feature lines of Airbus350 
(45 form feature lines are identified, including 22 key form feature lines, shown as L1-L22.) 

3.3 Metadata Tables 

The cockpit can be represented from three aspects: the fundamental analysis (com-
mon), the scenario analysis (species) and the role analysis (special). 

Fundamental Analysis of the Cockpit Form. The metadata contains lots of infor-
mation, such as the cockpit name, the size, the cockpit start date and so on. 

Table 2. Metadata of the fundamental analysis (Some subjects, A1-E1 and A2 to E2, were 
asked to select the influential properties with colore. ) 

Boeing777 A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 Example 
Brand      Boeing 
Model      777 
Width      5.86 m 
Pilot      2 persons 

 
Scenario Analysis of the Cockpit Form. The cockpit form style is an integrated 
collection of features. The relationship among various roles can be obtained by sce-
nario analysis (Style Scenario and Brand Scenario) from an overall perspective. 

Scenario Description is the semantic description of current scenario. In Style Sce-
nario, image schema is adopted to express. In Brand Scenario, it means the cockpit 
brand name. Scenario Role is the first five important collections of correlative form 
feature lines in current scenario. Scenario Standard pays close attentions on the cock-
pit form feature changes in different scenarios. 
 
Role Analysis of the Cockpit Form. Vector graphs are used to represent Role Be-
havior. The top two roles those having close correlation are chosen to represent Role 
Speciality. Of six elements, Role Speciality and Role Hope are analyzed in Style  
Scenario and Brand Scenario respectively owing to their dynamic property.  
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Table 3. Metadata of the scenario analysis (Role Relationship is represented with the 
contribution degree, maximum 5 and minimum 1.) 

Boeing777 Style Scenario 
Scenario Description Multifarious、Intricate、Curvilinear 

Scenario Role L1、∑（L2 L3）、L4 
Role Relationship 4、5、3 
Scenario Ruler Humanist、Modernist、Curvy organic form 
Boeing777 Brand Scenario 
Scenario Description Boeing777 
Scenario Role ∑(L1 L2 L3 L4)、∑（L8 L10 L11 L12）、∑（L13 L14）、∑

（L20 L21） 
Role Relationship 5、4、4、4、3、 
Scenario Ruler Form style features of Boeing777 cockpit 

Table 4. Metadata of the role analysis (More Metadata Tables can be gained from the author.) 

Elements  
Case Boeing777 
Feature Entity 1 ∑(L1 L3 L5 L6 L7)  
Role Definition Glareshield panel 
Role Type The main form feature line 
Role Behavior 

Role Ruler Humanist、Modernist、Curvy organic form 
Style Scenario Style Scenario 
Role Hope Multifarious、Intricate、Curvilinear 
Role Speciality 
Related Entity ∑(L2 L4) 
Relation Degree-1 4 
Relationship-1 Coordination 
Brand Scenario Brand Scenario 
Role Hope Boeing777 
Role Speciality 

Related Entity ∑(L2 L4) 
Relation Degree -1 5 
Relationship -1 Affiliation 
re-entity ∑(L8 L9) 
re-2-1 4 
Re-2-2 Coordination 

3.4 Universal Model of Cockpit Form 

With the achievement of Form Feature Lines and Metadata Tables of some repre-
sentative aircrafts, the intermediate value is generated across the brand and aircraft 
model as the basis of the universal model (Fig.6). 
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Fig. 6. Universal Model of the Cockpit 

3.5 The Parameterized Model Driven Platform of Cockpit Form Style 

The parameterized model driven platform of cockpit form style is established to gen-
erate concepts for cockpit design. Html5 is used to develop the platform. 

Establishment. Firstly, researchers developed function expressions of form feature 
lines in the universal model of cockpit with Graph. Digitizer. Function expressions of 
straight lines can be determined immediately. While, for complex curved lines, poly-
nomial segmentation fit is adopted to determine their function expressions. The fitting 
accuracy reaches 99.7% well. Then researchers developed the platform with html5 
(Fig.7). 

Verification. By adjusting the parameters, the platform presents form feature models 
of current cockpits identically. Boeing777 and Airbus380 are verified as follows 
(Fig.7-8). 

 

Fig. 7. Form feature model of Boeing777 

 

Fig. 8. Form feature model of Airbus380 
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4 Conclusion  

The result and conclusion: (1) This paper details the framework of design knowledge 
based on parametric representation in the methodology, providing a new approach to 
acquire design knowledge. The importance of this framework is to understand and test 
the impact of parametric representation on the acquisition of design knowledge and 
products’ feature.  In addition,  an  effective  computer  aided  tool  that  help 
designer to make better-informed decisions requires efficient knowledge representa-
tion schemes. (2) The universal model of cockpit form style is identified by summa-
rizing all key form feature lines extracted from 11 Airbus and Boeing cockpits It can 
be used to describe main feature of cockpit form style effectually. (3) The parameter-
ized model driven platform of cockpit form style is developed. This platform is ap-
plied to produce new-design concepts of cockpit form style automatically and rapidly, 
offering broad design guidelines. With parametric model driven platform designers 
can generate large alternative concepts in which main feature of cockpit form style is 
assessed. 
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